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Abstract 

A man himself, as a man of God's companion, a man as our brother in nature attracts our attention 

in this work. The framework of this study is how the man puts off dress of light and dressed up in 
leather garments, and today, how he configures and indues in the synthetic clothes and metal armor 
puts on. In one as a linear, and the other as the inverse;  the first as the prothological, the second as 

an eschatological. From the beginning the Man is God's saints chlironomy and will remain until the 
end of the global village and its fiestas, but with the freedom and possibilities of transformation in 

the way between the God-man and the man-God, a son made possible in Christ and  communicant 
of divine nature and tehnothrona, cyborgs, and cyber-man and technological and chemical benefits. 
Ethos and tradition of turning his eyes toward the Orthodox vision of God and  knowledge of God 

are the epicenter of this work, ethos and tradition of a calm and afflicted looking at the ego, are his 
base and his impression. The key to understanding this study and its methodology, including its 

structure,should be found in default of neopathristic synthesical theology and its methodology. 

 

* 

 

The beginnings of our eco-ethical and bio-ethical odyssey, filled with trauma and complex, reaching 

up to Pathrology, until the expulsion of our first parents in the Garden of Eden. On Sunday Cheese 
fare we remember all of the key, the fatal effects: Adam's expulsion from Eden because of 
disobedience, deprived of heavenly sweetness, deception caused by the word, standing against 

Paradise in nakedness and sobbing because of the immediate loss of all, that is to say clothing, the 
light or entity of glory. [1] 
 

** 
 

The first of our main themes is that Lenten Thriodion can serve as an original book about eco-ethics 
and bio-ethics, bio-ascetic and bio-esthetics. The Palm Sunday Thriodion can serve us as an original 

book about pashal contemplation of substance and being, well-being and ethernal-wellbeing. Again, 
it can serve  us for insights into eschatological christology and eschatological ctisiology of  
celebrated creation. 

 Only after joyfull receiving the Testament of Lent, it became clear: that we would not have 
experienced the expulsion from Eden that Lent was retained by our father Adam.  And again, we 

would not be killed by fruit, magnificent to look at and good to eat. (Look at: [2]) 
 If in the following church songs we look at what happened with with the man Argonauts in 
their quest for a lost Paradise, golden, light of grace, we will discern specific environmental and 

bio-ethical content, and, related to it, his confession and penitent ethos. 
 The same Hymnographer dealt with the same subject in his the second penitent canticle 

sublime [3]. 
And it is rich in ecological and bio-ethical motives. 
 The Fast as a mother of appeasement and health enables us an radical victory over the old 



man. Crucifixion of our flash and healing traumas of soul. Which drugs do we? The specific, active 
love toward the specific man and the community; language and womb, limited to the actual needs;  
afflicted heart, humbleness of spirit, tears as a lamps of soul, undefiled neighbor and pleasant of 

tough. (Look at [4] and [5]). 
 The founders of Nazi and eugenics learning and creators of quasi medicine, are designers of 

two cows of the same metal dragon. This dragon is a destroyer, with claws outstretched toward 
handicapped fetus, outstretched in an attempt to grab fetus and exposing it from the mother's womb 
as an example of a poor life quality. Here we come to the application of a different methods for 

achieving the victory over the old man, and attempt to improve it. Both learning have identical 
views on:  

 
 

Prenatal child and a child born with a dissability 

 
1. PRENATAL CHILD 2. A CHILD BORN WITH A DISABILITY 
 life devoid of significance and value, 

 ugly and dangerous plague, 

 human waste, 

 being inhumane, 

 infected zone, 

 undesirable social element, 

 reactionary, 

 enemy of the Aryan race, 

 terrorist, 

 retarded and anachronistic. 

 a bunch of meat, 

 empty shell of a human being, 

 human weeds, 

 impersonality, 

 The content of uterus, 

 venereal Diseases, 

 unprogresive, 

 enemy of Women, 

 mad dog, 

 hysterical reader of the Bible. 

  

 Here's an example that every remotely conceivable saga about a man begins and ends with 
the words Limited, anthropological Range (being inhumane, sub-man, toward-man; man, above 
man, superman), that is touched insufficiently as a man: complete man, saint, Godchild, God-man. 

 
 The planned genocide of the embryos, the fact of our epoch on the legalized and nonlegal 

way, despite to all means to doing it, starting form the most primitive toward to the most 
sophisticated technology, it is not moving away from the criminal act - the most monstrous, ever 
imagined and executed murder, and of course , heavenly and earthly responsibility. 

More than a century and a half (1814)  dr Jovan Subotić is finding himself in a family tragedy, 
admitted human identity to embryo with whole his being, so he stood in defense of the most fragile 

beings in the universe throughout his poetic intuition and shattering word. 
 About all global atrocities U.S. foreign policy today Harold Pinter fearlessly speak for 
herself, but also  in the name of humiliated and mortally wounded humanity. Developers of such a 

policy, constantly on the head of mankind drown their nuclear loads, with thinking about: That 
never happened, nothing ever happened, even while it was happening, it was not happening, it was 

not of interest.  
The crimes of the United States of America have been systematic, constant, terrible, remorseless, 
but very few people actually talk about them ... America has caused almost clinical manipulation of 

power worldwide, masquerading as a force of universal good. It is a brilliant, highly successful act 
of hypnosis. [6] 

 Homo novus nowhere speaks of devout caution. Without it, however, the mind has incorrect 
reasoning, although hipercompossing the mind is, it is too audacious mind, which is very appealing to 

the demon, but it is highly susceptible to demonic.  The mind as a trigger stick of unfulfilled desires, 
carelessly sweeps across the heavens of heart and fall into the sea of passion, which them the archaic 
man, after his expulsion from paradise delight, began to excavate and expand. The sweetness of heaven 



in turn, our first parents Adam and Eve dwelt with their being of glory. 

  Homo Novus's work relatively quickly and will be completely covered with ash 

Herculaneum and Pompeii. The begining of its devastation is controversial the11th September , era of 
Pax Americana, the era of tyrannical peace, established trough bloodshed in Korea and Guatemala, 
Indonesia, Cuba, and the Belgian Congo, Laos, Vietnam, Cambodia, Grenada and Libya, Palestine, 

Lebanon, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Panama and Chile, Iraq, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Dalmatia, Sudan, 
Somalia and Yugoslavia, in Kosovo and Metohia and in old Serbia, Afghanistan, Iraq, and again Iraq ... 

- And all that in the period 1950 - 2003 and further throughout roads of dollars and by using smart 
bombs with sign and dedication, to run to the goal and reach it – to the energy source of the planet, 
necessary for the preservation and extension of a virtual dream, impermanent and chauvinistic, 

rascistical and cannibalistic. The Charter and the manifest of that dream from the beginning deceives 
the whole Universe and, if necessary, intrudes fear to all.  

 And communist gurus and magicians of capitalism, equally until this hour, exploited and destroyed 
unmercilessly a wonderful God's, heaven and earth garden. These acts cause that our reality now looks 
different from the reality described in the 148th Psalm. In fact, everything that has breath praise the 

Lord no more. New cosmocrators would not like to praise the Lord, all the Angels and all of his might, 
Sun and Moon, the stars and light, the heaven of heavens, with water that is above the heavens, not to 

praise the Lord all the dragons or even all depths of the Earth, fire, hail, snow, rime, stormy wind , that 
do his will, neither mountains or all the hills, fruit trees and all cedars, wild animals, or even all cattle, 
small creatures and flying birds; neither kings of the earth and all nations, princes and all rulers of 

Earth; neither young man or woman, old men with children.  
Even in the family David  and Isaiah pointed to those man's executioners, whose bones strow to the 

Underworld and who alive descended into the grave; they indicated to those who justify the wicked for 
accepting bribes and confiscation of justice from righteous man; they indicated that his roots will be as 
dust, and the flower will be raise as dust, it will be burned in fire as a reed and will be burned by the 

burning flame (Is.5, p. 23-24). 
 

 What are the chances of the Third, respectively the Eighth millennium to re-establish the status of 
Holiness? Whether is our soul even today thirsty and melt for the courts of the Lord (Psalm 83.3)? 
Without a doubt! A man as our brother in nature equally was called for Holiness. Only three or five 

days of traditional fasting and praying begins restoring of our full purpose of penitence and yearning for 
God, to restore our extinguished divine powers. The christian writer of songs reports: [7].  

 

 The residence of the Lord, is dear to man, and he longs to melt into the Yard of the Lord, that his 
heart and his body sing in joy to the living God, that one day in the Yard is better than  thousand 

elsewhere (Psalm 84 / 83, 2-3, 11), we meet that in those individuals and communities, where 
everything seems that divine love to the world will be manifested through the Gospel and became a part 
of Gospel service. There are also acquired knowledge: God's enlightenment of the people. 

Post-modern or post-nucllearistic man yearns for the courts different than the modern are, in whom 
days pass away like smoke, and you turn into a night magpie. That's why he uses them for perfection 

(siddhi). Personal experience of that kind was described by Kornjejevič Porfiry Ivanov twenty years 
old, when he was already out of carbon-dioxide and nitrogen and converted to natural bio-synthesis:[8]   
 School of the spiritual life, in which all people that are coming into the world would be invited, to 

study the divine science and practicing of the divine life, is time of repentance. It is a feat of fasting as 
an representative and haven born assistant  of our eternal life. That's the feat of fasting rendering a 

helping hand to the virtues and making bright by its. Because nothing is so good for the salvation of the 
soul as a gift to those who need it. Moreover, charity dissolved by feast redeems man from death, to 
take to liking to it is immeasurably more than anything else, it is enough that we can save our souls.   
 
Cyrus Theodore Hymnographer, at the feast sees national experiencing of the Christos, body stiffeners, 

enlightenment and sanctification of soul and mind by most holy grace; samson's victory over Dalida 
passion and the giant victory over a demon of overeating as over Goliath; imitation of our faith, and 



love of, an eligible Gedeon's imitation of virtues and then our exit to kill us alien passions. He sees the 
manifestation of the mental biases through the mind cleared of thorny thoughts, the quietness and 
effortless character acting [11]. 

 

Psalms therapy 

 
 The first in culture known genre content classification of Psalm is reduced to narrative, prayer, 

thankful, confessional, didactic, prophetic, festive and lament type of the same Psalms. As well as 
covering all types of conditions and movements of the soul (fear, anger, irritability, despondency, 
sadness, inquietude...), every man for himself and his situation in the present case can find adequate, 

fortifying Psalm. 
 Based on the interpretation of the book of great Fathers Psalms - Athanasius and Basilius and St. John 

Chrysostom, and ecclesiastical writers and interpreters - Theodoret of Cyrus and Euthymmius Zigaben, 
we notice how we should have done at any time of life. On the multiplication of pride and malice of 
many people we should have respond with Psalm 11, our curiosity, what should be a citizen of the 

Kingdom of Heaven meets Psalm 14; for those who are oppressed we strive them and we pray for them 
with the words of Psalm 19, words of confession and repentancing we find in Psalm 50; conjunction 

persecutors , detractors and enemies, relying on the Lord, we answer in Psalms 53rd and 55th, Psalm 
64th  glorify the Lord;  of concerns and incolsolabillity strengthens us Psalm the 101th.  
 In the words of the book of Psalms is settled and described the whole our life, all our mental states and 

movements of thought and thought. Because, beyond that, there is nothing else in our essence. Do I 
need repentance and confession, whether a man came sore or  temptation , whether a man was driven, 
and if he escaped to malicious; whether somebody saddened or upset, whether a man suffers something 

similar to the above mentioned, whether somebody see themselves advanced, and a harmless enemy, or 
again, he deliberate to thanks, celebrate and bless the Lord - for all that there is instruction in the divine 

Psalms. Because as they sad in every eligible case, just we need to choose that and read as written about 
himself, and therefore to bring yourself into the mood of all the above mentioned. 
 Keller's thesis that Shakespeare 62nd Sonnet influenced Oscar Willde's novel, Dorian Gray, can not be 

confined to the realm of literature. For it is the same argument that sonnet, in which the poet confesses 
sin or selfishness, is echoed in the eco-ethics and bio-ethics and asceticism painting, and that he 

therefore deserves the attention of researchers. Because there is the argument that the same sonnet, in 
which the poet confesses sin of selfishness, has echo in the eco-ethics and bio-ethics of painting and 
asceticism, that he deserves attention of researchers. 

 

In the beginning was the digital word  

 
 Scientists remain on the view that the human body contains about 100 billions or millions of million 

cells, most of which has a diameter less than a tenth of millimeter. Within each cell, again, there is a 
dark blob, called the nucleus. In the nucleus are stored two complete sets of the human genome, with 
the exception of eggs and sperm, which have one set, and the red blood cells, which do not contain the 

genome. 
The genome is a digital book, comprising 23 chapters, namely chromosomes: Each chapter contains 

several thousand or stories or genes, each story is made up of paragraphs, or exons, introns or 
intermittent commercials, each paragraph is made up of words, or codons, and finally, every word was 
letter written or bases. This book is one billion words, which is why it is longer than 5000 volumes. If 

the genome is read eight hours a day at a rate of one word per second, the reading would take a hundred 
years. If we the human genome wrote a letter to the millimeter, the text would be as long as the river 

Danube. Then we get a giant document or a recipe extraordinary length, and its all fits in the tiny 
microscopic cell nucleus, which can be easily placed on the head of pin. 
Understanding of the genome as a book must be accessed literally. In that case, she will be a part of the 

digital information, written in a linear, one-dimensional and DC form, defined by code that translates a 
short alphabet characters in a lexicon of meanings, formed by grouping signs in different order. Such is 



the case with the genome. 
Genomes in general, they are written in the form of three-letter words, using just four letters: A, C, G 
and T (adenine, cytosine, guanine and thymine), and not on flat pages, but on long chains of sugar and 

phosphate called molecules called DNA molecules (deoxy-ribonucleic acid), which are attached bases 
as a side bars. Each chromosome represents a pair of long DNA molecules. The genome as a 

meaningful book can make copies (replicates) and read (transliterate) itself. 
Chain of amino acids depends on their sequence and it is known as the protein. Everything in our body, 
from hair to hormones, are made of protein (albumin), or the proteins make that. Protein represents 

chemistry, living, breathing, metabolism and behavior, or phenotype. DNA represents information, 
replication, reproduction and sex, or genotype. Protein is the way a gene to make another gene, a gene 

is a way of a protein to make an another protein. Chemical reactions in the body, in turn, are catalyzed 
by proteins, known as enzymes (biological catalysts and ferments). Thanks to the proteins everything is 
done: processing operations,  foto-copying, troubleshooting and the formation of the very DNA and 

RNA (ribonucleic acid)-whose molecules are formed in the process of transcription. Responsibility for 
switching genes by binding to their promoter and amplifier sequences, near to the place where begins 

the text of genes, also lies on the protein. So there are different genes involved in different parts of the 
body. 
RNA is a chemical substance that connects the world of DNA and protein's world. It is usually used in 

translating the message from the DNA alphabet to the world of proteins. Considering its behavior, it 
leaves the impression ancestor of DNA and proteins. RNA (chemicals similar to chemical DNA) can be 

used to linearly code and uses the same letters as DNA, except that instead of T uses U (uracil). It was 
the word. 
What was the genre of books (Foundations) called the human genome and in what language is written? 

It is a complex set of  our autobiographical genes - records, packed into twenty-three separate pairs of 
chromosomes! First of all it is written in the genetic language abut all the genetic changes and 

inventions that characterized the history of our species and its ancestors from the beginning of life. Of 
all the types of genes, the most appealing are those who serve us in the writing of the history of human 
migration over the last several thousand years. Summarizing, the Genome has remained sort of 

autobiography of our human kind, where important events are recorded in the order.  
Forms of fascinating places in the genome, and digital archives stored there, allows us to read a book 

about ourselves: about our origins, development, nature and reason. So we should expect a 
revolutionary change in anthropology, psychology, medicine, paleontology, every other science and of 
course, art and aesthetics, or kalokagathia. Only the grace of God will remain the same and unchanging, 

it will remain until the end in connection with our church icon and likeness, and Christ-likeness and 
Christosithia. A short while ago we showed that genes are important, but there is not everything in them 

and they are not more important than other mystagogical factors, so that's the reason why they should 
not be apsolutized. That's because We argue that a human being is much more than its gene and its 
genetic code. Only under such conditions of claim, technique of mapping and sequencing of the human 

genome may have value as art mysteries of arts, it is the philocalian science of science. 
 Hermenutical right to biblical evidence that in the beginning there was the Word, and the science of 

the genome, namely that the gene, like life itself, consists of digital information. And the force of that 
message was so great that the word is converted sea, multiplying once and for all. To this word belongs 
a revelation regarding the rearrangement of compounds and the effect of small eddies in the currents of 

life entropy, it is the transformers of terrestrial planets in the dusty whirlwind of tohu-bohu  into heaven 
delight. The word is who created mushy brain center, as well as gear omnipresent knowledge of future 

and awareness and Her, for us the most essential incarnate Word. 
 Life is a combination of two different energime: replication and creation of order. Thanks to that, 
living creatures produce copies similar to themselves. The key for both characteristics of living, 

however, is information. Replication, in turn, is allowed from the recipe or informat ion necessary for 
the creation of a new body. The ability to create order through metabolism also depends on information 

- instructions for the construction and maintenance of equipment that creates order. 
 It would be unnecessary to panic in the ranks of the Christians because of evolutionary intoned 



statements of practitioners and theorists of genetic, that is what we call a person in a good part question 
of brain chemistry! Indeed there are some different ways that a chemical serotonin is associated with 
inborn personality differences. These differences are based on a few different ways, through which the 

serotonin system of the brain can respond to external influences, such as social signals. Some people 
are more sensitive to external signals than others. It is reality of the genes and the environment: a maze 

of complicated interactions between them, not a one-way determinism. Social behavior is not an 
external serial of events, which takes by surprise our body and mind. It is an integral part of our being, 
and our genes are programmed to not only produce social behavior, but also to respond to it (M. 

Riddley, Chromosome 1, Life, in: Genome, Autobiography species in 23 chapters, 2001, p. 205 ). All 
this is still a story about an old man biological hypostasis. His being, however, is only the material for 

what God provided, to what it calls on constantly! 
 
Homo technicus and questions: Who am I?  Who are you? Who are we? 

 
Several hundreds of thousands of biologists in the world in different ways manifest adventurous 

enthusiasm in the study of biological phenomena of man, the emperor of the whole of creation. 
Their common tables of technological achievements in the biological sciences confirm the suspicion 
that the big new world and that it is too late to return into the city and the rural idyll. Dates shorten 

recently impracticable  technical things, and their more widely used terminating their dependence 
on socio-economic circumstances. 

 The first phase, up to 1975. year, includes the following scientific phenomena bio-odyssey: 
broad possibility of transplanting organs and limbs; fertilization of human egg in a test tube; 
implantation of fertilized eggs in the uterus; preserving eggs and sperm indefinitely; offspring sex 

selection; ample opportunities for disposal of clinical death, drugs for partial alteration of 
consciousness, regulation of sexual desire; erase memory , imperfect artificial placenta and 

artificial viruses. 
 The second stage however, until 2000. year, includes the following behaviors: 
broad awareness of the possibility to change and the reconstruction of personality; raising 

intelligence of humans and animals; injection and editing memory; perfected an artificial placenta 
and the first factory of children; copying life; reconstructed organisms; hibernation and prolonged 

coma, extending his youthful vigor; first animals as clons; synthetic production of unicellular 
organisms, regeneration of organ and the himan-machin chimeras. 
 The third phase, after 2000. year, provided they appear: control over aging, extend human 

life; synthetic production of complex living organisms, brains outside the body, the brain-computer 
links, human-machine chimeras and unlimited postponement of death. All of this is said Gordon 

Taylor as retro tempated biological bombs in 1970. year. 
 
 Is genes punching - these coded recipes - the only way to acquire genetic material, and thus 

his unlimited copying by enzymes? Can you predict substance to suppress, to delete unwanted 
genes, as well as a method for inserting genes, transplanting the nucleus of healthy cells? 

Finally, can you talk about the reality of the growing embryo laboratory, which should develop into 
healthy people with physical and intellectual qualities, pre-determined power of corporations to 
manipulate genes, or will in the future eco-bio-films and movies only continue to tickle the 

imagination of those topics? 
 Today, when We touch the topic of genetic engineering, the first problem that arises against 

us will be the ability or inability to delete unwanted genes and supply by genes  that missing, or 
when the stage at the same time blocks the entire feature can be changed. These three options to 
three scientific desires are called gene deletion, the introduction of genes and genetic surgery. 

 Technology of cloning or cloning (accumulation) people, or print and copy human beings in 
the thousands or hundreds of thousands of copies, should be seen as the start of the race when they 

went those which are directed towards the goal omnipresent state mineral, vegetative, animal and 
human abiding  at the Planet. How to daydream about clones? Do you like the new members of the 



caste, gender and subspecies of human and mechanical origin? Will the clones stay to marry only 
within their own elite ranks, and thus a kind of overlay mass incest? But if there is to be married to 
non-cloned earthling, will then water down the value of their carefully selected hereditary trait? 

There are also questions about the secondary middle sex: CLONS misplaced in maze of relation! 
 Technology implantation or transplantation of natural organs flowing parallel to the 

implantation of artificial (bones, arteries, teeth, heart ...), going to instill all kinds of artificial 
organs. And silicone slippery  material, just like Tetrafluoroethylene, that our bodies are well 
tolerated, and, thanks to the progress in this direction, enabled the practical use of the artificial heart 

and arteries. On the other hand, stainless steel and ceramics, but there used where required strength 
and rigidity (joints and jaw bones). 
 From a good supply of natural organs will also depend competition between suppliers of 
artificial and natural bodies. Since perfection canning methods and development of adequate 
legislation on the use of materials taken from the corpses, and the use of animal organs, depends 

prestige of corporations. Simultaneously with this, it will need time and testing their durability. 
Mechanical organs, again, will be immune to the disease, but not the necessity of periodic 

servicing. 
 Tickle the imagination of scientists question of the superiority of man over natural bodies. 
For example, rinsing, will have a metal heart more capacity than natural. Because, in the affirmative 

case, the physical strain shifted to the limits of its endurance. Would you, in this case, in addition to 
the right, and could have an artificial heart, and to compete with both? Artificial lung, one or both 

wings: Would it under water functioning could be? 
 Inventors and manufacturers, thanks to the imagination, and constantly improve and still 
founding and inventing new organs. So artificial hand can have more than its current five fingers, 

and the occasional finger in duplicate, and all the useful purposes and there are a handful of 
products spare peg. One will be able to have amphibious membrane between the toes for 

swimming, others to be fire-proof and so on. 
 Work on the muscular system is well under way. The Aerospace Laboratory in Buffalo has 
been perfected human amplifier for Navy and Air Force. Intensified man wearing exoskeleton, 

which does not trigger the muscles than hydraulic motors, like lobster that bears his skeleton 
outside their bodies, and not in the flesh, as my example. Inside the exo skeleton man wearing a 

light box, excellently equipped sensors that feel every movement and force him exoskeleton that 
movement immediately or rinse repeat. Draft provides that each human arm amplifier  bear the 
burden of half a ton, and later more. On Wajchman's  scientific institute in Israel, scientists improve 

artificial muscles, which convulsed as genuine. Today, artificial arms  furniture instead amputated.  
 

 Gradually over us emerges a new relationship between man and machine, that is, a new 
cybernetic otganizam, known as Cyborg. Communication between them flowing in two directions: 
machine gets instructions from the man and inform him of the conditions they encountered, and 

through his own arms and legs. Meanwhile, cybernetic anthropomorphic machines scrapbook has 
been built: two artificial arms and hands that are repeated on a larger scale what their master is 

doing with their natural limbs. Each hand has ten independent movement, and mechanical muscles 
send impulses operator feedback (feedback) about the obstacles they face. General Electric for the 
U.S. Army constructed a pedipulator or walking mechanism, which allows its user to make giant 

steps over the terrain, similar to those on stilts. However, its metal legs with knees and ankles, and 
inform users about its equilibrium. The next stage will be a man, thanks to the combination of these 

two mechanisms in a repeater, able to swim and being thrown from branch to branch. 
 Process that contributes to the development of cyborgs goes towards consumer mechanical 
prostheses. Bulky artificial kidneys and heart-lung machines remain outside the body. However, 

they can be incorporated into human amplifier and to restore an earlier movement, for example, the 
mobility of partially paralyzed patients. Perfection with artificial arms, controlled signals to carrier's 

muscle. The holder thoughts to raise his hand and artificial hand rises. Machines are becoming an 
extension of man. 



 Following a process that contributes to the development of a cyborg, is inprovement of 
computers. That man and machine are developing an intellectual relationship. Computer-controlled 
manipulators now exist in practice, and not just in the laboratory stage. Between man and machine 

has already established a complex blend. Science-fiction novel writer Isaac Asimov, announced the 
emergence of the new breed of hybrid compound of man and machine: Mechanized humans and 

humanized machines. Nano-technology is booming, neuro-cybernetic mastered, new time rushing 
inexorably, the classic man takes on the complex obsolete compared to homo novus -TV (films 
Robocop and I, Robot are only associations with nano-technology options). 

 Progress in the field of nano-technology fills us with fear and anxiety in relation to personal 
identity, in fact, fills us with the question of who am  I. Just at the moment of setting the questions 

one begins to exist as a person! Those who have discovered us first and explain the importance of 
this issue and they gave us a good answer to it. They were the Holy Fathers, St. Basil the Great, 
Gregory the Theologian and Gregory of Nyssa , Maximus the Confessor and John of Damascus, 

Symeon the New Theologian and Gregory Palamas; venerable old men - Silvanus the Athonite and 
Sophronius of Esek, Justin of Chelije , Porphyry Bajraktaris and Emilian of Simonopetra, 

theologians, philosophers and writers - Dostoevsky and Papadijamantis, Nikolai Velimirovich and 
Florovsky, Schmemann and John Zizioulas.  
 Three questions, the importance of equal shares, retain permanent actuality of: “Who am I?” 

, “Who are you?” and “Who are we?”  
 All the drama of the world are addressed in this form. Common knowledge is the deep sense 

of trepidation before entering into a relationship with the other (s). Whence fear? Protect against 
uncertainty: whether it represents other (s) the risk to us by our physical and emotional, mental and 
spiritual being, by our historical and eschatological status! If you do not answer the demands of the 

man and his neighbors , will I lose in high esteem in their eyes? Or again, if we came from them a 
threat, will I be able to help myself and confront to threats for survival? Finally, and in connection 

with my last enemy, what is the real impact of the death  concept to me and to all of us, what is the 
general fear of death and from the power - power as the main kidnappers and destroyers of our 
identity? 

 Because of deep fear we shy away from machines, satellites, robots, computers and 
zombies. The source of this hostility to be found in the house like a human being, and the idea of a 

hybrid between man and machine. Android is such a source of fear and uncertainty, because we 
should treat it with all the considerations we care about, and he does not return them to us in the 
same way. So even if we know that he is insensitive to the pain and evil (that we could be applied), 

on the one hand, and that we use it, cold logic, planning to get on the other side! What to say? That 
to me when my fear would not be able to control, scare us certainly would not leave. And when he 

erased the distinction between human and robot, then they would become prey to primal fears, and 
the question of who you are and who we are? not we ourselves had any replies. Only then could be 
further strengthened the fear! It turned out that someone else will be stronger and smarter, it is 

equipped with a versatile and functional senses of our bodies (shown in the film Screamers ). 
 Is it haunted post-modern, or more accurately, post-researcher RNA and DNA in their  

prometheus imagination near to zone after which the progress of science was not only harmful but 
also cataclysmic? And are the newest types of disasters, strikes us, already indications that we 
stepped in - the zone desires? Questions are the broadest and most radical set, along with those that 

you can not deny the fact of microscopic and macroscopic levels of bio-cybernetics abuse? Where 
did we do and easy to learn about it? From the effects of good conscience to many scientists is 

being forestalled their inventions - challengers of human sorrow and pain. 
 Couldn't they tell us about, for example, scientists who depleted uranium by themselves to 
almighty scoundrels, and the haughty of Planet made weapons to punish recalcitrant individual 

people! At the same time, barbarians  of the new order of things were hastily built  for themselves 
an underground nuclear shelters and havens for a variety of upcoming, nuclear fires that in mind, 

that already ride as  Horsemen of the Apocalypse. 
 Our conscience, on the other hand, should only troubling one and the same question: why do 



all the good and all the pious, all fearless, mankind lovers, and all the people, with their silence let 
assumptions for appearance, manifestation and  spreading of evil? 
Thirty-two years after the onset of the cycle of drawings entitled graphic novel titled as Graphical 

and electronic novels about Graphopolis by Miroslav Perovic, unpublished  cycle until now, there 
are: Matrix movie trilogy, the movie Tron  by  Steven Lisberger and comics and movies by Enki 

Bilal, known as The Michelangelo of comics in the ninth Art and comics by Jodorowsky and 
Moebius. And all this in a similar genre, with a similar approach, with similar themes of alternative 
anthropological models. Part of surviving of Perović cycle  of Graphical and electronic novels about 

Graphopolis, unpublished till today, still is in the author's possession. 
 

Internet: virtual world, virtual economy of salvation and bliss  

 
 Broad information channel highways of the Network is continually converge its new users 

and participants. At the same time, the fascinating possibility to increase the speed of computers and 
software, and digital democracy improves the thousands of developers, and they improve the open 

source software. Millions of  internet population represents a way of life and adventures on the log - 
blogs, to socialization of the Internet as a parallel world or online society. Second Life (Second Life. 
com) has already become a classic example. In the Information Communication  galaxy occurs a 

new revolution: the essential pantransformation. Second Life is only incidentally a computer game 
on the internet. Thousands of thousands of players participating in the virtual world with technical 

center in San Francisco. It is important to note that the players initiate their second, new life! Now 
noteworthy is what is required from a techno -internationalist ? He needs to create his alter-ego to 
choose a name, physical features, hair color, face shape, gender, skin color, and that is what he/she 

would like to be in his/her real life, if that were possible. Throughout the keyboard he/she enters 
into a new world, where you, as a visitor, and a beginner on network , avatrs of pixels waiting for. 

The following is contact, conversation, friendship and business relations, covered by Monet. His 
virtual identity will be formed by purchase of all the necessities for life, building, their sex life ... In 
this world now lives 2.4 billion (2,405,518,376). 
 
What does the  virual future bring to us? Primarily the overthrow of the whole experience and 

character of all the other features in The Second I, virtual I! On this occasion, one of the players and 
the citizens of Second Life said it all started as his second life. And then I got to the point where my 
real life has just become shortly escape from the virtual (see Milan Misic, the 21st Century MY 

OTHER LIFE in: Politics, cubota, December 23, 2006, page 10). 
We consider it essential that the topic of the Internet as viruelnog world bring, as we are other 

atypical theological themes, brought in connection with Christian theology. So, we want this to 
relate to dionysian understanding of symbols as images (see our work: Two categories of liturgical 

aesthetics - pictures and symbol ( Patristics view)). 

It is noted that the notion of images played a major role for Christian thinkers, and not just for them. 
The Byzantine poet Nonno's in poem Dionisia, attaches importance to the meaning of that term. 

Then develops in poem using a series of symbols: tipos, icons, mimime, indalma, Fasma. The 
virtual world or viruelni pictures world or prints in it, seems more important and interesting than the 
world of  reality. For example, the reflection in the mirror is more significant than as it is reflected 

object. The world stands before us as a system fantastic, associative images and reflections, which 
gave birth to the poet's imagination. In relation to non-Christian daily life, to many people trite, 

repulsive and unacceptable life in the Orthodox Divine Liturgy, to the live orthodox Christians is 
real and surreal, as a historical, as well as in the eschatological sense, facts and artifacts. 
In finding abundance of  links and clips, images and meanings, it is God who opens our eyes. The 

pictures  is the same as  it was in the system and Byzantine gnoseology: its fundamental, but many 
many meaningful element. Everything in this world and all its creatures straight, all in the Church, 

all its planes of the above being, along  ith herself, imbued with the idea of the picture. St. Maximus 
the Confessor, one of the first interpreter Areopagit Corpus, wrote that all spiritual, mental elusive 



mysterious world in symbolic images represents as depicted in the sensual world for those who have 
eye to see and that all, the sensual world ... , contains the spiritual world: this in that by its 
principles, that in this  by its pictures. Thus, the highest and most complete truth is the divine image 

(PG 91, 669, 673 C). 
Everything  that modern homo sexuealis or homoerotichus propagates and practiced in his life and 

his world, in the form of a religion with cults of sexuality, phallusocraty, and vaginocraty,  
mamolatry, all that will be doing  the  network participant. All of mentioned he will keep it, along 
with plenty of innovations: as a virtual double, avatar, an alter ego. 

Is it possible to make a step into by theology in that world and it shed light on it? Yes!  By 
evangelizing  the network citizens, ie. inculturation of the Gospel in the life-dimension of the 

network, it is inevitable  Gospel sequence of events! Modern Christians will  be doing that like  
Christians in the past centuries, to encounter with problems of epochs. 
All physical, lewd and indecent, obscene and all the murderous impulses of man, all such 

tendencies and phenomena emerge from behind and pushed down and choked, then perverted and 
abusive energy, energy planned for implementation of Gospel messages. The world is, so-called 

Dionysius the Areopagite, for example, suggests that anger should be seen as a strong movement of 
reason, yearning as love of the spiritual, tendency toward contemplation and integration with the 
highest truth, light, beauty. (CH, II, 4, 141-144 A) . This tendency was supported by Philo, Origen 

and the Cappadocian Fathers. St. Dionysius the Areopagite, it is clearly phrased and medieval 
culture it is fully developed. Her sources are primarily touch-lover's erotic sphere and are associated 

with strict religious restrictions in the field of sensory satisfaction, sexual desire, which in turn also 
reflects the ancient art and literature, including the Bible texts of Old Testament. Bychkov consider 
the contrast between the natural needs and restrictions found its embodiment in art and in 

appropriate philosophical-religious speculations (Byzantine aesthetics, page 146). 
Developing the theory of the divine eros on the way to the highest knowledge, the divine love, 

Christians  interpreted evenly and conformitly to her all erotic-lover places in the Bible. Interpreted 
them as a love-erotical, as images or as types of divine, spiritual eros. 
Thus St. Gregory of Nyssa understands the Song of Songs as an image, form or type of passionate, 

eroticaly aspirations of our soul for divine beauty. Passionate elements of Song - lips, breasts, 
abdomen, kiss, double beds serve to the poet, like the painter's paints, to produce images passionless 

union with God. That's the strangest (paradoxoteron) feature of paintings that using passionate 
occurrences representation (pathimaton) and using passionate words to achieve the soul 
purification, and that it appear passionless thoughtful images, to the clarification of the passionate 

images and using themselves get a clean images (PG 44, 776 C, or 756-1120). In a word, the law of 
contrast is the biblical, liturgical and patrological key that opens the gates of exegetic problems, 

problems that lie ahead of us relentlessly until a solution appears.   
 

The view of a psychiatrist 

(Dr. Marie-BRUNO Domonique) 

to psychotherapy and its compatibility with the spiritual life or filokalial life  

(Brief presentation of the theory and methods) 

 

 

Therapist 
 The only person with whom We live 24 hours from 24 hours a flow, for which we are 

absolutely responsible to, that we are ourselves. In dealing with our and others garden, we can 
penetrate into it  and it will be to the benefit, only if we wish that. A person who enters into it 
gradually,he/she should lived personally through psychotherapy and one that is free enough to be 

able to be attentive to the other, if he could take one, so important to work on yourself.  
Specifically: one way of cleaning, recovery of their country, removing the code and allow to sowed 

seed that bears fruit. 
 Before receiving a patient and complete joint monitoring its trajectory therapist should 



become aware that he is a small channel for the circulation of God's blessings. His intuition in this 
case is a conductive connection. Therefore, if she/he does not echo in the personality of such a 
patient, it is very important that he respects, when  he/she refused him. She needed the following 

intuitive hypothesis: that the therapist is in disbelief  and falsehood, or that he/she is not ready to 
work on it. 

 So he should remain driven in all directions and let to the  spirit that he comes to everyone's 
needs. God is at the crossroads: the patient requires therapists to be persistent in their personal 
development on their relationship as well. 

 
Patient 

 As a persona, the patient should be in patience, not only vis-a-vis the therapist and his 
mistakes, but (also and above all) to Himself. The role of the therapist is to discover  a diamond that 
may be more or less confined in his ore. The patient is made in the image and likeness of the 

creator. In compassion, respect and activity is that we discover to him this truth, as he developed the 
only positive self-consciousness in the light of God's love. That is the meaning of the words: to 

remember, or to refresh or renew, because in our heart is Christ. In these circumstances, the care 
itself has nothing else to offer to the ego! 
 

Psychotherapy 

 Prepare the way to the Lord, make straight His paths. Psychotherapy aims to create a space 

for a renewed life and, if necessary, to be by itself  a precursor to the spiritual life. At the beginning 
of each session, following the faith of the patient, it is suggested that the prayer prays to the light 
guider or to stir your inner therapist.                                                                            

 Our brain contains a movie of our internal memory, at least until the moment of our 
conception (the study of quantum physics try to prove that our cells contain, no less, to the memory 

of mankind). The entire length of the strip we find limited evidence of faith, beliefs and resources, 
and therefore we can at any time, here and now, to develop and enhance our resources or free to 
themselves blocked roads (actual vicious circles  or flow of emotions, behaviors and problems of 

psycho and physical health, that all agrees and favors to return of faith and trust). Much of this 
convictions comes on order after a serious disorder, in extension of repeated emotion experience. 

 We could start from any point on the circle: from a health problem or mental symptoms , of 
a behavior that upsets us,  of an excessive emotionality or certain beliefs. The patient will return, or 
sail at a time, to understand the roots of their unrest. In this return to the origins, he is often 

interested to get into the experience beyond pure personality. He already wants to acquire image and 
awareness about their belonging in universe (continent, country, village, place of conception), to 

gain acquaintance with genealogical family to which it belongs. To the the patient, therefore, we 
suggests that allow mental arrival and the approach to one or multitude of family members, with 
whom, he feels, in the particular relation. And at this stage, it is sometimes possible to mark 

pathways of a family history or again,  note those who are pregnant to her. 
 To the concerned person should  be proposed to find that which would like to get rid of. 

Freeing herself, she would be freed and all those associated with it, as its predecessors. 
Metropolitan Anthony Bloom would say that our liberties is their freedom, and on the eternal plan. 
 Next, the patient should be asked to meet with the parental cells, which will unite and form 

the primary cell. You need to spend the time to make these cells revealed one after another (their 
forms that can appear and seem symbolic, their color, environment where each one is, the position 

in relation to one another, their mobility, the energy in follow up to emanate). Then, the patient 
should suggest that to understand the interior of the cell, which seems to be sheer or clear, and that 
looking at prints, marks or characters in it. From that point, it is possible to find an ancestor as a 

child, regarding the order of these prints or traces, that is predict when they sketched in it as a 
negative. That's how it opens up a new opportunity! It takes more time to return to childhood 

ancestor to create the possibility of survival, tolerant enough towards their ancestor. Two cells 
would then be united and formed their primary, or original, or master, or the best cell. 



 In all this, this cell should be treated uniformly, from the beginning approaching to he from a 
distance. In follow to the patient should be suggested that he entered into it mentally and let her to 
manifest its contents. It is important all the time to keep this as essential, in order to sort out and 

undid what about her (him) for now blocking the connection, and suggest him to put a lot of love 
and light, to be freed of what not refers to him and what the other (ancestor) reserves in the light. 

Enriched with new understanding, resources and messages, which function will be liberating for 
both parties, so that after the beneficial impact of these findings the embryo will  develop and grow 
in the womb of his mother, this is what is called success. 

 
 



 



 
 Summarize. It is recommended  to the patient to stop at various key moments in the life of 
in intero:                                                                             

1. At moment when his mother discovers that she expects the child. That was when she reveals him 
by herself. If the pregnancy is not desired, it can be resorted to remind  that it's not that he was 

rejected, but the idea that there is a baby that matters, and that the reasons of his mother or his 
parents. There still needs to make a retreat, and understand the moment of parents looking at things, 
and not to judge prematurely, that is, without entering into a relationship with him. We will, before 

we go further, to determine that the child is in a position to connect completely calmed down. It is 
also necessary to see if that gives priority in relation to sex. If it's a Christian, We can remind him 

that he was willed by God. 
2. At the moment of choosing names, which may also be of interest. Here is another work which is 
necessary to the function of what arises. Knowledge of saint agents or patron', may also enrich, 

since it reveals the similarities and the types of assistance for its own existence. 
3. And other moments can also be found during knowledge of the revival again, as in the occasion, 

also as in a modified state of consciousness.                                                                    
4. Finally, everything that surrounds the birth can be revived again in one or more sessions.  
 

 We observed that in case of some very strong beliefs, it is important to return on the 
summary as many times as the patient needed it.  He needs that over the whole period, in order to 

access to the other side of his difficulties or any other root blockages.                                                  
 We can do that newborn mentally, spiritually grow, until the age of adult personality and to 
be enriched by all that it is re-lived, as he passed the time of psychoanalysis, which, as we were able 

to convinced ourselves is very technical. 
 

Psihonautic 
 Moebius, legendary artist and his companion Alexander Jodorowsky, enjoying fame in SF 
circles. They are the creators of the comic The Incal and The Metabarons - a spin-off saga. Jodo  

also holds sessions and seminars, which are, in turn, learning for themselves. All could be reduced 
to the point: Each of us is important to study the family tree, and each of us is a cocktail of all their 

ancestors and their unresolved fight, which we got them at the behest. 
This idea is basically Jung's, but in this case Jung speaks about himself, about his case, without any 
attempt to formulate a theory and make it universal. That was all that remained without trying to 

make out an advice and  task for every man, useful and applicable to everyone. 
Those,  Aleksandro tadtan Jodorowsky goes one step further: it helps people to solve live problems. 

Through psychotherapy analysis of the family tree of people will have access to a new branch. 
 So, The Metabarons breathe by humanness and theory of ancestral and heritage of  unsolved 
problems, that have been treated through a deep and honest confrontation with the legacy of their 

ancestors, and every new The Metabaron sits at the helm of their own live. This is an idea that has 
helped many people, session visitors , under the direction of Jodorowsky.  It is subtly embedded in a 

comic, it's big and not choke! Everything here is batched and tailor messed up. The recipe has 
proven to be curative, and spilled into The Tehnopape and The Technopriecst, and in  one more 
spin-off Incal. Masterpis  of his career it is work Sacred Heart. From the Editors (Fibra) this issue 

has been noticed that there are no stars, and alien technology, but there are an infinite  humanity 
(see: Who Jodo?, Part two, Striptih, in: Hooper, 437, 04/2008, page 75). 

*** 
Among the topics of anthropological models, the theme of transformation and deification of 
personality is the overriding! Christos at the same time as its Prototype and eshatotip, it is her 

inexhaustible role model and source!                                                                                                                                          
 

 
 



 
 
 

 
 

 
 

ENDNOTES 
 
[1]...Sunday of Forgiveness (Cheese-fare Sunday) Vespers, Octoechos, Sticheron (Stichera) of the 

Aposticha on Glory... (Doxa...), in the 6-th mode (tone). 
 
[2]...Friday of the First Week of Lent Matins, Triodion, Automelon-Sticheron of the Aposticha, in 
the 8-th mode (tone). 
 
[3]...Monday Vespers, Octoechos, Second Sticheron on Lord, I have cried..., in the 7-th mode 
(tone). 
 
[4]...Tuesday of the Second Week of Lent Vespers, Triodion, Automelon-Sticheron of the Aposticha, 

in the 3-d mode (tone). 
 
[5]...Wednesday of the Second Week of Lent Vespers, Triodion, Automelon-Sticheron on Lord, I 
have cried..., in the 1-st mode (tone). 
 
[6]...Downing Street 10, at: Hvosno, no.48, 2006, pg. 8 
 

[7] …Thursday of the First Week of Lent Vespers, Triodion, Automelon-Sticheron of the Aposticha,  
in the 4-th mode (tone). 
 

[8]...G.P. Milahov, Basic knowledge about life and health. Biosynthesis, Bioenergetics, Bio-

rhythmology , Belgrade,  2002, 113-116. 

 
[9]... Monday and Thursday of the Third Week of Lent Matins, the Second Three Odes-Canon. 

 
[10]... Thursday of the Third week of Lent Matins, Trinitarian Troparion of the Fourth Ode of the 

Second Three Odes-Canon. 
 
[11]... For refrain: Canon of Venerable John of Sinai the Climacus, Fourth Sunday of Lent Matins. 
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THEMES OF BIBLICAL HYMNOGAPHIC ECOLOGY, BIO-ETHICAL 

 TECHNOLOGY AND GENETIC SURGERY WITH VIRTUAL DESIGN 
(essay on post-modernistic theology) 

 
The key problem of perfectly healthy and normal  people in the future will not primarily be the 

compatibility with artificial organisms  - humanoids and androids! Even now that is not their 
primarily problem, now when far simple constructions and gadgets are being used! 

 The key problem for all of as has been and will remain the question whether we will 
consider every fellow-man, including handicapped worthy or unworthy of  majority of normal 
people?! For example, whether ever again at Venice Biennial  or at any other biennial their 
charisma will be neglected as non existent? Neglect charisma of love as predominant? 
 Furthermore, shall we continue avoiding our retarded and handicapper fellow-man, despite 
the fact that throughout the course  of his life he exerts poverty in spirit and liveliness, joy and 
benevolence?! And them comes to subject of our ancestor's influence and their gifts to us! For, we 

should keep in mind that, beside imperfection, they had endless plenitude of humanness, and 
potential for endless plenitude of God manhood?! 

 Among themes of anthropological models the theme of transformation and deification is 
central! Christ, being simultaneously its Prototype and Eschatotype is  its very inexhaustible model, 

and source! 
 
 
 

 
 


